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 Abstract. Constructing the forecasting models for values of tiol-disulfide ratios in blood samples for several 
measurements is considered for decreasing the time and cost of patients examination. Models are obtained by the 
inductive algorithms. The accuracy of forecast at examination samples is maximized by preprocessing, by the use of 
trend model and remainders model, by optimization of data sample division, by recursive forecast for the remainders 
model, and by sequential use of selection criteria. The criteria and the results of numerical experiments are given. 
Applications of difference model and of modeling algorithm with two-stage division of an initial sample (TSDMA) are 
more effective in comparison with the other GMDH algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The medical diagnostics plays key value in patients’ treatment as well-known. The task of selection of the most 
effective medicine from allowable list by an expert besides of the true made diagnosis of patients’ disease is one of the 
most important stages in treatment influencing on patients’ convalescence. 

1Determination of the tiol-disulfide ratio (TDR ) value in patients’ blood samples after influence on them by proper 
medicine is one way for identification of the most effective medicine. 
 

2 Problem statement 
 
Now one makes the five measurements of  TDR value of patients’ blood examples in the time interval: 0 hour, 0,5 hour, 
1 hour, 3 hours, 24 hours (see figure 1). 

The medicine effectiveness criterion is calculated for nth patient, as: 
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yz =  are the relative TDR values in points: 0,5 hour, 1 hour, 3 hours, 24 hours, k = 1,…,4;  where:  

ykn are the TDR values of a blood sample cultivated by certain dosage of the investigated medicine in k points of the 
time interval for n-th patient; 

xkn are the TDR values of the control curve (reaction of blood sample of a n-th patient from influence of  distilled 
water in k points of the time interval); 

Ωn is the patients set which are tested by the same medicine.  
Whole medicine set is divided into two classes according to reaction of the human immune system: 

immunostimulating preparations are a metabolics, and medicines which destroy cancerous cells are cytostatics. Since 
the TDR is the positive characteristic of immune system of organism, then as a rule, criterion (1) is increasing when the 
testing is provided by metabolics, and is decreasing when the testing is provided by cytostatics. Therefore the most 
effective medicine is being selected by maximum of criterion (1) when the testing is provided by metabolics, and – by 
minimum when the testing is provided by cytostatics. 

                                                 
1 TDR is some positive characteristic of human immune system of fight degree with infection 
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Fig. 1. TDR values for different patients. 
 

The possibility of forecast of the TDR values in two last points of the time interval by using the first three points is 
researched for the purpose to reduce the number of measurements. If we solved this task, we have got such advantages: 

1) the savings on general costs; 
2) the time of patients investigation is reduced from 24 hours down to 1 hour; 
3) the saving on the medicament and on the blood preparations; 
4) patient can earlier to take  treatments. 
Thus, we need to build the forecasting models as follows: 

,                                                   (2) ),,,(ˆ),,,,(ˆ 210224210113 zzxfzzzxfz θθ ==
or to build forecasting model with recursive forecast follows: 

,                                                       (3) )ˆ,,,,(ˆ),,,,(ˆ 3210234210113 zzzxfzzzxfz θθ ==

where ,  are the TDR values calculated with help of a model to 3rd and 4th points for every nth patient;  is a 
vector of the parameters. 
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With the (2), (3) estimated criterion (1) is: 
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where n is serial number of patient. 
Let to introduce such notation: 

W – the initial data sample; 
D – the examination subsample which is used for accuracy verification of forecasting models; 

DUW ∪= =∩DUU – the training subsample, which is used for models construction ( ,  Ø); 
А – the learning subsample, which is used for parameters estimation of various model structures; 

BA∩BAU ∪=В – the testing subsample, which is used for model structure selection ( ,  =Ø). 
Deviation of estimated criterion (4) from true value (1) hadn’t to exceed of allowable error ε = 5% at as many as 

possible nω number of records from whole n  number of records of D examination subsample. D

( )Tnnn zz 43 ˆ,ˆ=z%100ˆ)( ⋅−= nnnD HHCr z ,     , .                                   (5) Dnn ,1=

 
 

3 Variants of problem solution 
 
This paper research two main variants of solving the task: 
1) to build the models which are describing by (2), (3); 
2) to build the model which is the sum of two models: of trend model (6) and of remainder model (7) or (8). 
The model of the trend is: 
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)(= Τ kv(k) Ψθ  ,                                                                              (6) 
where θT is parameters vector which is defined by the method of least squares (MLS) at A learning subsample with the 

n  records number. Residual sum of the squares  is calculated at the 

subsamples, where B testing subsample with n
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B records number which is obtained with the using of 
quasi-optimal division of  training subsample; Ψ (k) is the functional transformations vector. Its elements are 
belonging to such set: 
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The model of remains is looked like (7) or with recursive forecast like (8): 
;                                                                            (7)                           ),,,(ˆ),,,,(ˆ 210554210443 uuufuuuufu θθ ==

                              .                                                                          (8) )ˆ,,,,(ˆ 3210664 uuuufu θ=),,,,(ˆ 210443 uuufu θ=
where remains is (9): 

  =−=  v(k), k  z u kk  1,,...,4;                                                              (9)  
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3.1 Problem solution without trend model  
 
The following algorithms were used for the numerical experiments: 

1) Multilayered Iterative Algorithm (MIA GMDH); 
2) COMBInatoric algorithm (COMBI); 
3) Combinatorially selective algorithm (MULTI); 
4) Improved version of Sheludko’s Multistage Algorithm with Combinatoric Selection and Orthogonalization of 

generalized variables (MACSO) [2]. The MIA GMDH and MULTI were used from software package of Algorithms of 
the STRucture IDentification (ASTRID) [3]. 

The results of accuracy of data approximation with help of the models (2) and (3) by these algorithms are 
represented in table 1.  
 
 

Tab.1. The results of RSS calculations. 
Алгоритм RSS RSS RSSА В А В∪

Модель =  ),,,( 21011 zzxf θ3ẑ
COMBI 0.015410 0.000130 0.015540 

MIA GMDH 0.015847 0.001062 0.016909 
MULTI 0.014154 0.002242 0.016396 
MACSO 0.006523 0.008294 0.014817 

Модель =  4ẑ ),,,( 21022 zzxf θ
COMBI 0 0.000057 0.000057 

MIA GMDH 0.003411 0.000680 0.004092 
MULTI 0.003271 0.000852 0.004123 
MACSO 0.002676 0.001758 0.004434 

Модель =  4ẑ )ˆ,,,,( 321033 zzzxf θ
COMBI 0.002629 0.000280 0.002909 
MULTI 0.003400 0.000691 0.004091 

MIA GMDH 0.003395 0.000697 0.004092 
MACSO 0.002627 0.002034 0.004661 

 
 

All algorithms approximate the initial data with sufficient accuracy as follows from table 1. 
However, the results represented in table 2 were evidence of low accuracy of forecast models on D examination 

subsample. The maximal records amount, in which (5) was satisfied 5% error, is equal three ( =3). In the table 2 
these records are marked by other color. Therewith, the outlier of data was detected that was evidence about patients’ 
presence with sharply-differing TDR characteristics from the majority ones. Therefore preprocessing or clustering has 

*
ϖnωn
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2to precede the construction of forecast model in order to create of patients groups with similar TDRgramms . This 
paper considers the test example of nineteen patients which contained one TDRgramm different from others 
significantly. It was removed from test example in further research of models.  
 

Tab.2. Values of  criterion for nth record of examination subsample.)( nDCr z
Record number n  

Without recursive forecast 
Algorithm 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 17 18 19 
MACSO 0.4 3.46 7 28.7 36 7.4 40 21 25 2.2 

MIA GMDH 3.5 0.58 6.9 21.2 34 5.4 51.5 23 23 2.76 
5.75 MULTI 1.78 7 17 41 4 43 22 16.8 4.2 
11.9 11.2 6.59 50 50.7 13.6 207 13.2 COMBI 3.59 3.69 

With recursive forecast 
5.55 MULTI 1.59 6.89 16.8 41 3.8 43 21 17 4 

MIA GMDH 3.49 0.6 6.89 21 34 5.4 51 23 23 2.73 
MACSO 0.26 3.6 6.98 29 35 7.5 41 21 25 1.89 

7.7 COMBI 2.44 8.49 16 51 5.6 15 24.7 17 2.37 
 
 

3.2 Two-stage division modeling algorithm 
 
Two-Stage Division Modeling Algorithm (TSDMA) is used [1] for the accuracy rise of examination results. TSDMA at 
the first stage makes division of W sample into U training and D examination subsamples, and at the second stage the U 
training subsample is being divided into A learning and the B testing subsamples. The results of examination by 
TSDMA showed that for the choice of the best model is not enough to maximize the ),( UNnωφ  weighted quantity of 
the examinations records with a allowable error: 

),( UNnωφ ϖβ n⋅ , =
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βwhere  is the records number of U training subsamples, UN  is the 

weigh coefficient. .  maxmin UUU NNN ≤≤
It is necessary to use other criteria and indexes of accuracy additionally. Such as the nout records number of D 

subsample, where accuracy is unsatisfactory (>20%); )( nDCr z)  (%) maximal error of D subsample; the Dσmax  
averaged module of error for D subsample of one point of forecast; and the  criterion error of expert averaged for 
all records of W  sample:  
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3.3 The Results of TSDMA with model of the trend in forecasting  
 
The influence of two division types of W initial sample into the A and the B subsamples was researched at the model 
construction of trend by the different inductive algorithms, namely, COMBI and MACSO. Were chosen just these 
algorithms, as COMBI has most accuracy at BA∪ data approximation (see a table 1), and MACSO has most accuracy 
at D examination (see a table 2). The sequential and quasi-optimal division was used. The results of researches are 
represented in a table 3. 
 

RSSDivision Algorithm RSSА В RSSА В∪
Tab.3. Values of the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) of trend model 

COMBI 0.3468 0.3815 0.7283 Sequential MACSO 0.3352 0.3858 0.7209 
COMBI 0.4455 0.2591 0.7046 Quasi-optimal MACSO 0.4676 0.2589 0.7264 

                                                 
2 ТДСgramm is registrable changes of the TDR values in various time for one patient. 
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From a table 3 is visible, that the sample division practically does not influence on accuracy of models construction 
but the quasi-optimal division nevertheless is better for extrapolation. Although the model obtained by COMBI has 
greater accuracy, than model by MACSO, but for the model of trend was taken the MACSO, as its structure of model 
did not change at the different variants of division 

As the algorithm of models construction the MAKSO was used at the TSDMA, as it showed more exact results at 
examination. The quasi-optimal division algorithm was used for the sample division [4]. 

Characteristics of accuracy of above mentioned criteria and indexes at the TSDMA forecast for the best models are 
represented in a table 4. Comparative analysis of forecast accuracy of real data without preprocessing (data with the 
outlier) [1] and of data with the eliminated «wild» record (data without the outlier) at each of criteria and indexes is 
evidenced for conducting of the data preprocessing. Forecast taking into account trend model is more preferable as is 
evidence of the comparison of forecasts accuracy with the model of trend and without trend model (data without the 
outlier) for all criteria and indexes. As is obvious from table 4, by the presence of recursive forecast not in all cases is 
being guaranteed more accuracy, because the improvement of forecast quality isn’t present at all indexes and criteria. 
For example, at comparison of data with the outlier, the recursive forecast makes better only 3 criteria: 

)( nDCr z) H
Wσ(%), (%) and σmax  D (%) . However for data without the outlier the presence of recursive forecast is 

preferable as is evidence of each indexes and criteria values with the exception of )( nDCr z) max(%). A recursive forecast 
at the whole improves characteristics of forecast for data independently of preprocessing when trend is selected and 
without it. As is obvious from table 4, result of forecast of data without the outlier, taking into account the model of 
trend and with a recursive forecast are better for overwhelming majority of criteria and indexes 

 

Data without outlier 
Tab. 4. Values of criteria and indexes for the best models of the TSDMA forecast. 

Data with outlier  Without trend model Without trend model With trend model 
Nonrecursive 

forecast 
Recursive 
forecast 

Nonrecursive 
forecast 

Recursive 
forecast 

Nonrecursive 
forecast 

Recursive 
forecast Criteria and indexes 

max),( UNnωφ (%) 5.71 4.86 4.4 5.5 6.6 6.6 

)(*
UNnω 6 from 13 5 from 13 4 from 12 5 from 8 6 from 12 6 from 8 from nD

)(*
UNn iω /nD(%) 46 38 33 62.5 50 75 

autn  4 5 2 2 2 1 

)( nDCr z) max(%) 376 39 30.8 26.9 40.1 37.5 
H

Wσ  (%) 29.56 10.6 10.9 9.66 8.89 5.6 
σ 20.46 7.34 8.18 10.87 6.67 6.3 D

 

Conclusion 
 
How showed the numeral experiments on test example, for the increase of forecast models accuracy is expedient: 
preprocessing data; application of the quasi-optimal division of initial sample; models construction of forecast with the 
use of trend model and remainders model ; recursive forecast for the remainders model. 

The algorithm of modeling with the two-stage division is more effective as compared to other GMDH algorithms. 
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